
Office of Chief Counsel 
Internal Revenue Service 

( memorandum 
CC:----------------:TL-N-3353-99 
  -----------

date: June 22, 1999 

to: Chief, Examination Division,   ---------- ------------- ----------
Attn:   ---- -------------- -------- -------------- ----- ---------- ------------

from: District Counsel,   ----------- ------------- ---------- ---------- ---------

subject:   ----- ----------- ----------------
------------------ ------------------- Adjustment 

DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

This advice constitutes return information subject to I.R.C. 
§ 6103. This advice contains confidential information subject to 
attorney-client and deliberative process privileges and if 
prepared in contemplation of litigation, subject to the attorney 
work product privilege. Accordingly, the Examination or Appeals 
recipient of this document may provide it only to those persons 
whose official tax administration duties with respect to this 
case require such disclosure. In no event may this document be 
provided to Examination, Appeals, or other persons beyond those 
specifically indicated in this statement. This advice may not be 
disclosed to taxpayers or their representatives. 

This advice is not binding on Examination or Appeals and is 
not a final case determination. Such advice is advisory and does 
not resolve Service position on an issue oz: provide the basis for 
closing a case. The determination of the Service in the case is 
to be made through the exercise of the independent judgment of 
the office with jurisdiction over the case. 

Should an unreasonable compensation theory be raised as an 
alternative basis for the proposed adjustment in this case? 

CONCLUSION 

No. It is unlikely that an unreasonable compensation 
adjustment will be sustained on these facts. 
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FACTS 

  ----- ----------- ---------------- ------------- and related entities 
manuf--------- ----- --------- ---------- --------- which are sold primarily 
through   ---------------- A partnershi--- ------- ----------- -------- -------------
(Partners------ -----s all the voting s------ --- ------- -----------
  -------------- as well as in   ----- ------- ---------------- --------- an 
-------- ----- conducts selling- ------------ --- ----- ---------- -etail 
locations. 

  ---------- makes commission payments to Partnership for sales 
activit---- ---rformed by Partnership. These payments amount to   --
percent of net sales of   ----------- Partnership then pays a fee o--
  ---- ------   --- percent to ------- -o perform the actual marketing 
------------ ---ese functions ------ transferred in   ----- from 
Partnership to   ------ in order to shield the pa------- from 
liability. Afte-- ------- Partnership is strictly an ownership 
entity, whose partn----- are passive recipients of the income 
stream generated by the   ----- business. One of the things that 
Partnership retained the- ------rship of, however, was the right to 
market   ----- under the   ----- name and associated "marketing 
intangibl-----

The partners in Partnership are   ----- -------- (  ------),   ------
  ------- (  ------), and the   ----- ---- ------ ------- -------). ---e 
-----------ri---- of the trus-- ----- ------- ---- -------- ----   -------- -------------
  ---- ------------   ----- --------   ------ -------- ----------------- ----- -----------
--------- -------er-- ------- -------- ----- --- -------- --------- are al--- --------s 
--- ------------

Partnership was originally formed in   ----- to operate the 
  ----- ------------ business, which had previously- ---nsacted business 
--- ----- ------ --oprietorship of   ----- ---- -------- ---- In   ----- 
Partnership transferred certain --------- --------- at $----------- to 
  ----------- The purpose of the transfer was to insulat-- -----
----------- from liability arising from the manufacture of   -----
  ----- products. Concurrent with this transfer, an agree------- was 

'----------- into between   ---------- and Partnership under which the 
latter retained all s------ ----- marketing rights for the   -----
product line. 

In   -----   ---------- contracted with   --- ------- -------- to act as 
the Corp---------'-- ------eting representativ-- --- ----- ----------- United 
States. This exclusive agreement was terminated i--   ------ and the 
sales and marketing activities were transferred to P-------ship. 
As mentioned above, the sales activities were transferred to 
  ------ in   -----, which performs its functions pursuant to a written 
---------tion agreement executed with Partnership. 
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i 
  ---------- makes crucial decisions as to the nature of the   -----

produ--- ----- (such as product ingredients and package designs, ---
well as decisions relating to basic advertising and pricing 
policies). The essential strategy has been to position   -----
products in the   ---------- ----- of the   ------------------ mark----
  --------- pays mo--- --- ----- -----ct sal--- ------------- -----ving 
------------g and displays, as well as costs associated with trade 
shows. Compensation to the sales staff employed by   ------ is paid 
by   ------- The marketing strategy of the   ----- organiz------- has 
bee-- ------essful. The annual growth in sa---- of   ----- products 
averaged   ---- percent during the early   -----s, -------- is 
considerab--- above the growth rate for ----- industry as a whole.' 

The two key players in the marketing arena are   ------ --------
and   ----- -------- both of whom are officers of ------------ -----
--------- ----------- vice-president, is the indiv------- -es------ible 
---- ----iating and maintaining the   ---------------- retailing 
connection. The importance of this ---------------y, as evidenced 
by the success of the overall marketing strategy, has been amply 
reflected in his salary, which averaged $  --- --------- per year 
during the early   -----s. 

I. 

  ----- -------- is President of   ----------- Over the years, he has 
been ----------- -- all aspects of ----- -----ness. He may also be 
able to claim a portion of the credit for the success of the   -----
marketing strategy. He receives a substantial salary, which 
averaged $  --- --------- per year during the same period. 

  ------ through its sales staff, maintains and augments the 
retail -----ence of   ----- products through the   --- --- -------
  ---------- ----- ---------- --- ------- ------------- --- ------- ----- -------
----------- ---------- -------------   ----- --- -- -------- -------------- --- ----- ------
-------------- market and is ------ioned --- -- ------------ -------- in ----
------- --------ns. Since most consumers r-------- ---------------e 
assistance when purchasing the product, store personnel need to 
be knowledgeable about the products and comfortable in selling 
the products.   --------- presentation, attractive point of purchase 
displays, and p--------- training of store employees are critical 
success factors in the   ------ -------- --------------- ------------------
  --------------- ---- ------ -------- --------- ----- -------------- --------- ---

1 Average annual rates of growth of sales for industry 
peers (SIC =  ------ for the 5 year period ending in   ----- were as 
follows:   ---- ------------- ------   -- percent; ------------- --------- -- ------
  percent; -------------------- ----- -- ---rcent; ------- ------ -------- ---
---rcent; ----------------------- ------ ---- percent; ---------- --------- --
percent. 
Source:   ------------- ----- ------ database. 
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  ---------   ------ maintains   --- sales representative for every   
--------- ----- ----payer belie----- that in-store sales support a  --
service that the representatives provide   - critical in the -----
  ------------ market and have enabled the ------- product line to ---- 
----- -------- -or   ------------ ------- ------- ---------

Some of the functions of the sales representatives 
(according to their job description) include the following: 

  -------   ----- ------------ --- ----------- ---- --------------- --------
------------ -------- ------- -------------

  ------ ----- ----------- ---------- ----------- ---- ------- ---------- -----
  --------------- ----------- --- -- ------- ----- --------- ----------- ------------
----- ------ ------------ ----- -------- ------------- ----- --------

  ---------- ----- ------------- --- ------- -------------

  ----- ------- ---------------- --------------- ------------- --------------
------------ ----- ------------- --- ---------- ----- ------ ---------- -------

  ------- ------ --- ---------- --------- --- ----------- ------- ----- ----------
----------

  ---------- -------------------- --------------- ----- --------- ---------------
  ------ ------ -------------- ------ ----- ------ --- ------------ ---------- --------

LAW AND ANALYSIS 

I.R.C. 5 162(a) provides that 

There shall be allowed as a deduction all the ordinary 
and necessary expenses paid or incurred during the 
taxable year in carrying on any trade or business, 
including-- 

(1) a reasonable allowance for salaries or other 
compensation for personal ,services actually rendered. 

Treas. Reg. 5 1.1,62-7(a) provides that 

There may be included among the ordinary and necessary 
expenses paid or incurred in carrying on any trade or 
business a reasonable allowance for salaries or other 
compensation for personal services actually rendered. 
The test of deductibility in the case of compensation 
payments is whether they are reasonable and are in fact 
payments purely for services. 
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Section 1.162-7(b) provides that 

The test set forth in paragraph (a) of this section and 
its practical application may be further stated and 
illustrated as follows: 

(1) Any amount paid in the form of compensation, but 
not in fact as the purchase price of services is not 
deductible. . .2 

The fundamental problem with pursuing an unreasonable 
compensation argument in this case is that the payments at issue 
are not "paid in the form of compensation" for services performed 
by the officers. They are payments to Partnership for a services 
contract and for use of the   ----- trade name. If Partnership were 
not the historical entity, -------- has retained the valuable trade 
name, then it might be possible to apply the step-transaction 
doctrine. On these facts, however, that doctrine is clearly not 
applicable. &e, u, American Bantam Car Co. v. Commissioner, 
11 T.C. 397 (1948), aff'd oer curiam 177 F.2d 513 (3rd Cir. 
1949); cert. denied 399 U.S. 920 (1950). The issue in the case 
will have to remain the reasonableness of the payments to 
Partnership as payments to a related entity. We have coordinated 
our position with the national office, and the national office 
concurs. 

CONCLUSION 

It is unlikely that an unreasonable compensation argument 
will succeed on these facts, and we recommend against developing 
it. 

  ----------

' Audit guidelines are set forth in The Internal Revenue 
Manual, Handbook No. 4233, Tax Audit Guidelines, Partnerships, 
Estates and Trusts, and Corporations, Sub-Subsection 232.2, 
Officer's Salaries (Date document last amended: 3-11-1985). 

  

  

  


